The Hawaii Teacher Standards Board approves the following statements below:

License, Permit, and Certificate Statement:

Hawaii license, permit, and certificate requirements are subject to change. The license, permit, or certificate holder is responsible for being knowledgeable about current and revised regulations. It is the responsibility of the holder of this document to maintain and obtain valid appropriate Hawaii certification to practice the profession of teaching in this state. It is the duty of the professional educator to renew their license, permit, or certificate prior to its expiration date.

License, Permit, and Certificate Verification Statement:

The validity and active status of this Hawaii license, permit, or certificate should be verified on the HTSB's public search at hawaiiteacherstandardsboard.org

Affirmation Statement for all HTSB Applications:

I affirm that I understand the following: Hawaii license, permit, and certificate requirements are subject to change. I am responsible for being knowledgeable about current and revised regulations. It is my responsibility to maintain and obtain a valid appropriate Hawaii certification to practice the profession of teaching in this state. It is my duty as a professional educator to renew my license, permit, or certificate prior to its expiration date.
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